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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery and spectroscopic confirmation of a very large star-forming Lyman Break
galaxy, G6025, at zspec = 3.721±0.003. In the rest-frame≈2100A˚, G6025 subtends≈24 kpc in physical
extent when measured from the 1.5σ isophote, in agreement with the parametric size measurements
which yield the half-light radius of 4.9±0.5 kpc and the semi-major axis of 12.5±0.1 kpc. G6025 is also
very UV-luminous (≈ 5L∗UV,z∼4) and young (≈ 140±60 Myr). Despite its unusual size and luminosity,
the stellar population parameters and dust reddening (Mstar ∼ M∗z∼4, and E(B − V )∼0.18 ± 0.05)
estimated from the integrated light, are similar to those of smaller galaxies at comparable redshifts.
The ground-based morphology and spectroscopy show two dominant components, both located off-
center, embedded in more diffuse emission. We speculate that G6025 may be a scaled-up version of
chain galaxies seen in deep HST imaging, or alternatively, a nearly equal-mass merger involving two
super-L∗ galaxies in its early stage. G6025 lies close to but not within a known massive protocluster
at z = 3.78. We find four companions within 6 Mpc from G6025, two of which lie within 1.6 Mpc.
While the limited sensitivity of the existing spectroscopy does not allow us to robustly characterize
the local environment of G6025, it likely resides in a locally overdense environment. The luminosity,
size, and youth of G6025 make it uniquely suited to study the early formation of massive galaxies in
the universe.
Subject headings: galaxies: high-redshift — infrared: galaxies — ISM: dust, extinction
1. INTRODUCTION
In the canonical picture of galaxy formation, the
growth of galaxies is closely linked to that of dark mat-
ter halos (White & Rees 1978). Recent observations
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generally support this expectation. Galaxy sizes in-
crease with cosmic time at rates similar to those of ha-
los (Ferguson et al. 2004; Bouwens et al. 2004; Law et al.
2012; Shibuya et al. 2015; Ribeiro et al. 2016). The
positive correlation between the size, stellar mass, and
star formation rate of star-forming galaxies hint at the
profound impact that halo assembly histories have on
galaxy formation at all cosmic epochs (Shen et al. 2003;
Franx et al. 2008; Mosleh et al. 2011, 2012; Law et al.
2012; Targett et al. 2013; Ribeiro et al. 2016).
The current theoretical expectation is that both exter-
nal and internal processes play central roles in shaping
the key properties of galaxies. The hierarchical picture
of galaxy growth invariably requires frequent mergers
and interactions, particularly at high redshift. Moreover,
young gas-rich star-forming disks are dynamically un-
stable, leading to fragmentation into giant clumps char-
acterized by turbulent kinematics (e.g., Bournaud et al.
2007; Dekel et al. 2009). Indeed, the structural prop-
erties of high-redshift star-forming galaxies are char-
acterized by clumpy morphologies (Ravindranath et al.
2006; Lotz et al. 2006; Law et al. 2012; Wuyts et al.
2012; Guo et al. 2012, 2015, 2017), high elliptici-
ties (Elmegreen et al. 2005), and high velocity dis-
persion (Law et al. 2007; Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2009;
Wisnioski et al. 2015), markedly different from those of
low-redshift disk galaxies. Multiplicities (i.e., galaxies
consisting of multiple ‘knots’) appear to be a common
feature operating in all luminosity and mass ranges (e.g.,
Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2005; Elmegreen et al. 2007;
Hodge et al. 2013; Targett et al. 2013).
Despite the current ambiguity in the relative impor-
tance of external and internal processes in the evolution
of these galaxies, it is clear that massive star-forming
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galaxies are ultimately headed to form systems resem-
bling local disk galaxies. At z ∼ 2 − 3, the highest
star-formers are best described by an exponential sur-
face brightness profile (Law et al. 2012; Targett et al.
2013). The fraction of galaxies with disky morpholo-
gies increases while measured velocity dispersion de-
creases with cosmic time (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2009;
Wisnioski et al. 2015); these trends signal that the stel-
lar disk is being transformed into a stable and rotation-
ally supported one. Together, these observations paint
a fairly coherent picture of disk formation in the cosmo-
logical context.
In this paper, we report the discovery of a very large
star-forming galaxy at z = 3.721, which we name G6025.
In many ways, G6025 appears to defy the general ex-
pectation of galaxy formation as described above. The
morphology of G6025 – based on ground-based data –
resembles a disk galaxy viewed edge-on, but it is too
large in size given the large look-back time at which it
is observed. Moreover, despite its unusually large size,
the stellar population parameters lie in the range of a
typical galaxy at high redshift, making it a significant
outlier in the size-mass scaling law. While some of the
radio galaxies and submillimeter-bright galaxies at high
redshift are known to have similarly large sizes (e.g.,
van Breugel et al. 1998; Targett et al. 2013), they are 1-
2 orders of magnitude brighter than G6025, hinting at
a different origin of their formation. Finally, its spatial
proximity to one of the most massive protoclusters dis-
covered to date (Lee et al. 2014; Dey et al. 2016a) is also
curious.
The unusual properties of G6025 likely reflect that it
represents an extremely short-lived phase of galaxy for-
mation, or it may signify an entirely different pathway
to form massive galaxies operating specifically in dense
environments. While we are unable to conclusively de-
termine its physical nature without better data, its ex-
ceptional brightness in the rest-frame UV wavelengths
will enable future observations to obtain a useful insight
into one of the main modes of galaxy growth in exquisite
detail. Here, we present the current observational con-
straints on this unique object.
We use the WMAP7 cosmology (Ω,ΩΛ, σ8, h) =
(0.27, 0.73, 0.8, 0.7) from Komatsu et al. (2011). Dis-
tance scales are given in physical units unless noted
otherwise. All magnitudes are given in the AB system
(Oke & Gunn 1983). In the adopted cosmology, 1′′ cor-
responds to the angular diameter distance 7.4 kpc at
z = 3.721.
2. PHOTOMETRIC DATA
G6025 was discovered during our ongoing investiga-
tion of a massive protocluster at z = 3.78 named
PC217.96+32.3 (Lee et al. 2013, 2014). The structure
is currently one of the largest and most overdense re-
gions known in the high redshift universe. Based on the
observed galaxy overdensity, we estimate that it will col-
lapse into systems of masses exceeding > 1015M⊙ by the
present day (Dey et al. 2016a), making it a Coma cluster
analog observed billions of years prior to its final coales-
cence.
A complete description of multi-wavelength data ac-
quisition in the PC217.96+32.3 field and reduction pro-
cedures will be presented in an upcoming paper (K. Shi et
al., in prep), and here we only provide a brief description.
The optical data were taken with four broad-band filters
(BWRIY : NOAO program IDs: 2012A-0454, 2014A-
0164) using the Mosaic camera on the Mayall telescope
(Jacoby et al. 1998; Dey et al. 2016b) and the Hyper
SuprimeCam on the Subaru telescope (Miyazaki et al.
2012). In the same period, narrow-band imaging data
were obtained using the WRC4 filter (designed to sam-
ple C iv emission in Wolf-Rayet stars; KPNO filter
no. k1024) which has a central wavelength of 5819A˚ and
a FWHM of 42A˚ (Lee et al. 2014). The details of the
Mosaic observations and characteristics of the final mo-
saics are given in Lee et al. (2014). The near-infrared
HKS data were obtained using the NEWFIRM instru-
ment (Autry et al. 2003; Probst et al. 2008) on the May-
all telescope (NOAO Program IDs: 2015A-0168, 2016A-
0185). The existing Spitzer IRAC data from the Spitzer
Deep Wide-Field Survey (Ashby et al. 2009) were repro-
jected to the same astrometric grid as the rest of the
dataset.
All optical and near-IR images were resampled to a
common pixel scale of 0.′′258pix−1, the native pixel scale
for the BWRI and WRC4 bands. The native pixel
scale of the Y and HKs bands, respectively 0.
′′168 and
0.′′4, made this feasible for those bands. The native
pixel scale for the Spitzer/IRAC arrays is however much
larger, 1.′′2, so we chose to resample our IRAC mosaics
to 0.′′777pix−1, three times coarser than the rest of the
data. It was necessary to resample the IRAC data to
a pixel scale that is an integer multiple of that used for
the other optical data in order to reliably extract opti-
mal photometry with our template-fitting method (see
below).
The 5σ limiting magnitudes measured in a 2′′ diameter
aperture are 26.88, 26.19, 25.37, and 25.10 AB in the
optical data (BWRIY ), 24.05 and 24.83 AB in the near-
IR data (HKS), respectively. The seeing measured in
the stacked images is 1.′′0 in the BWRI images, 0.
′′6 in
the Y -band, and 1.′′2 in the near-IR bands.
For each band, we use the PSFEx software (Bertin
2011) to measure the image point spread function (PSF)
out to 3′′ from peak brightness. Taking the worst seeing
data as the target PSF, a two-dimensional convolution
kernel is derived for each image, and is used for PSF ho-
mogenization. In deriving the kernels, we use the full
shape of the observed stellar profiles rather than assum-
ing a functional form such as Moffat profiles. The details
of the PSF matching procedure are given in Xue et al.
(2017).
Source detection and photometric measurements
were carried out using the SExtractor software
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996) on the PSF-matched images
where the KS-band data was used as detection image.
For the IRAC data, PSF-matched photometry was per-
formed using the TPHOT software (Merlin et al. 2015,
2016); the unconvolved KS band image and its source
list were used for the flux fitting. Finally, these cata-
logs were combined into a single multi-wavelength cata-
log of our survey field. The catalog includes photome-
try for all KS-band detected sources within a contiguous
28′×28′ field. The SExtractor parameter MAG AUTO
is used to estimate the total magnitude, while colors
are computed from fluxes within a fixed isophotal area
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Fig. 1.— Left: a false-color RY KS image centered on G6025. Right: postage stamp images of G6025 (from left) in the BW , R, I, Y ,
H, KS , IRAC 3.6µm, 4.5µm, 5.8µm, and 8.0µm bands. All images are 10
′′ on a side. The single-band images are displayed in their native
pixel scales, while the color image is created from the resampled, PSF-matched data. Image orientation is such that north is up and east
is to the left. In each panel, an ellipse of constant angular size ([a,b]=[2.′′7,1.′′7]) is displayed as a visual aid.
(i.e., FLUX ISO). Colors measured using FLUX ISO and
FLUX APER (3′′ diameter circular) are in agreement
with each other within 0.1 mag. Since the images are
PSF-matched, aperture correction is given by the differ-
ence between MAG AUTO and MAG ISO estimated in
the KS band.
3. DISCOVERY AND CONFIRMATION OF G6025
G6025 was initially identified as an unusually large
galaxy. The strong spectral break implied from the
red BW − R and blue R − I color (BW − R & 3.2,
R− I = 0.18± 0.14) suggests that it lies at z ∼ 3.3− 4.1.
In Figure 1, we show postage stamp images of G6025 in
all photometric bands. Each image has a dimension of
10′′ on a side, and is displayed in its native seeing and
pixel scale.
The apparent linear extent of G6025 exceeds 3′′ in five
photometric bands (from R to KS) with its major axis
running in the NW-SE direction with the position angle
of 303.75 degree. A false-color image constructed from
the PSF-matched RYKS data shows no discernible color
gradient across its face (Figure 1, left). The mean colors
are R − Y = 0.22± 0.10, Y −KS = 1.07 ± 0.15; within
the photometric uncertainties, the colors of the upper
and lower half are identical. There may be a change oc-
curring between the 3.6µm and 4.5µm bands where the
upper half of G6025 dims. However, given the coarse
image resolution and shallow depth of the IRAC bands,
the change is marginally significant. We determine a
best-fit photometric redshift using the CIGALE software
(Burgarella et al. 2005; Noll et al. 2009; Roehlly et al.
2014) to be zphot = 3.80±0.27. This is close to the spec-
troscopic redshift of the protocluster PC217.96+32.3 at
z = 3.78 (Dey et al. 2016a).
We search for G6025’s counterpart in several existing
datasets which cover the region. We check the 24µm,
70µm, and 160µm data of the MIPS AGN and Galaxy
Evolution Survey (MAGES: Jannuzi et al. 2010) pro-
vided by Vaccari (2015). We also cross-match its position
to the source lists compiled from several radio observa-
tions, including the 62 MHz LOFAR (van Weeren et al.
2014), VLA 324.5 MHz image (Coppejans et al. 2015),
and VLA 1.4 GHz observations from the FIRST survey
(Becker et al. 1995)14. No counterpart is identified in
14 The 5σ limiting sensitivities are 0.23, 14.86, and 80.30 mJy
for the MIPS 24, 70, and 160 µm bands, and 24, ∼ 1 − 4, and
0.75 mJy beam−1 for the radio data in the 62 MHz, 324.5 MHz,
and 1.4 GHz, respectively.
all of our searches. While non-detection suggests that
G6025 is not a system dominated by the central black-
hole activity, one cannot entirely rule out the possibility
of AGN presence given the shallow depth of the data.
3.1. Optical spectroscopy of G6025
We obtained spectroscopy of G6025 on the Gemini
North telescope (Program ID: GN-2017A-DD-2). The
observations were carried out on UT 2017 April 5 us-
ing the newly upgraded GMOS-N with the Hamamatsu
CCDs. We used R400 G5305 grating blazed at 764 nm.
A long slit (1′′ width) was placed with the position
angle of 303.75deg aligned with the major axis of the
source. The science observations consisted of 9 individ-
ual 1200 sec exposures, resulting in the total integration
time of 3 hours. Individual frames were dithered in both
spectral and spatial direction. For the spectral dithers,
we used two wavelength settings (centered on 600 nm
and 605 nm) to cover the gap between the CCDs and get
full wavelength coverage. We used 15′′ offsets for spatial
dithers. The standard star Feige 34 was observed for flux
calibration using the identical setup.
We use IRAF15 and Gemini-IRAF for standard CCD
processing and spectrum extraction. The spectrum cov-
ers ∼ 4000−8400A˚.We use an optimized version16 of the
LA Cosmic algorithm (van Dokkum 2001) to eliminate
cosmic rays. Sky is removed from each frame by fitting to
a second-order polynomial. Based on these data, we cre-
ate two different average stacks using iraf/imcombine:
(1) a combination of all sky-subtracted frames; and (2) a
combination of the images created by differencing pairs
taken with identical spectral but different spatial dithers.
The latter image provides a cleaner sky subtraction at
the expense of reduced signal-to-noise ratio. We ex-
tract a one-dimensional spectrum from each 2D spec-
trum. We employ our own IDL routines to flux calibrate
the data, and to remove telluric lines using the well-
exposed continua of the spectrophotometric standards
(Wade & Horne 1988; Matheson et al. 2000).
In the top panel of Figure 2, we show the composite 2D
spectrum of G6025, created by joining the average-stack
spectrum on the blue side (λ ≤ 6800A˚) and the differ-
ence stack spectrum on the red side. While the signal
15 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
16 https://github.com/cmccully/lacosmicx
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Fig. 2.— Top: the two-dimensional spectrum of G6025: the spatial direction is indicated in units of arcsecond. Four bright sky lines are
marked as grey bands. The extraction aperture (3′′) is indicated by red dashed lines on left. Middle: the same spectrum is smoothed by
a two-dimensional boxcar (N = 3× 5). It is apparent that several absorption features run across the entire extent of the galaxy, including
Si iiλ1260, O i+Si iiλ1303, and Si ivλλ1393,1402. Bottom: the 1D spectrum and error spectrum are shown together with the Shapley et al.
(2003) ‘Group 1’ LBG spectrum redshifted to z = 3.721 (green line). Red lines show redshifted wavelengths of interstellar (IS) absorption
features present in the spectrum. Tentative detection of Lyα emission is redshifted relative to the interstellar absorption lines.
is diffuse, it is clear that the continuum breaks at 5700-
5800A˚. There is a possible hint of very weak Lyα emission
in the SE part of the spectrum. The spatial extent of the
continuum is measured to be ≈ 3′′, consistent with the
imaging data. The 2D spectrum shows two ridges sur-
rounded by a diffuse continuum at λ . 7000A˚. In the 2D
spectrum, the local minimum occurs at y ≈ 0′′ where the
intensity decreases down to ≈ 20% of the peak intensity.
Even though the spectrum appears to change to a more
uniform surface brightness at longer wavelengths, it is
possible that it is simply due to increased noise rather
than a real effect.
In order to identify spectral features more clearly, we
smooth the spectrum by applying a two-dimensional box-
car kernel (N=3 and 5 in the spatial and spectral di-
rection, respectively), as shown in the middle panel of
Figure 2. The pixel scale is 0.16′′/pixel and 1.5A˚/pixel
in the spatial and spectral direction, respectively. In the
bottom panel, we show the one-dimensional spectrum
extracted within a full 3′′ aperture.
For G6025, we measure a redshift of z = 3.721± 0.003
based on the interstellar absorption lines. Very weak
Lyα emission is tentatively detected redshifted (by ≈
700 km/s) with respect to several detections of interstel-
lar absorption lines, including Si iiλ1260, O i+Si iiλ1303,
Si iiλ1526, C ivλλ1548,1550, and at a lower significance,
Si ivλλ1393,1402. In particular, the Si iiλ1260 and
O i+Si iiλ1303 doublet are clearly present across the
entire spatial direction, unambiguously confirming that
the entire extent of the luminous source lies at a common
redshift and is not the result of line-of-sight projection
of unrelated galaxies.
While the overall shape of the G6025 spectrum is sim-
ilar to the composite spectrum of UV-luminous star-
forming galaxies at z ∼ 3 (Shapley et al. 2003), the inter-
stellar absorption appears to be stronger in G6025 than
typical z ∼ 3 galaxies. In Figure 3, we overlay the Shap-
ley ‘Group 1’ composite spectrum for comparison (green
line). The spectrum is constructed from a subset of z ∼ 3
galaxies with the lowest quartile of the Lyα equivalent
width distribution, which also has the strongest absorp-
tion features. For the absorption line equivalent widths
for the O i+Si iiλ1303 doublet, Si ivλλ1393,1402 dou-
blet, and C ivλλ1548,1550, we measure −3.0 ± 0.4A˚,
−3.7 ± 0.2A˚, and −5.5 ± 0.5A˚, respectively. For refer-
ence, the EWs found for the Shapley Group 1 sample
are −3.24 ± 0.16A˚, −2.84 ± 0.29A˚, and −3.56 ± 0.30A˚,
respectively. The average values for the Shapley et al.
(2003) full sample are −2.20±0.12A˚, −2.64±0.23A˚, and
−3.03±0.21A˚. We find that C ivλλ1548,1550 absorption
appears to be particularly strong (& 3σ) compared to the
Group 1 spectrum. With deeper spectroscopic observa-
tions scheduled in Spring 2018, we intend to investigate
more detailed spectroscopic properties of G6025.
4. THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF G6025
4.1. Stellar Population Parameters
We derive the stellar population parameters, includ-
ing stellar mass, dust reddening, and star formation
rate (SFR) using the CIGALE software. We use the
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Fig. 3.— Left: Three best-fit SED models are shown together with the photometric measurements of G6025 (red data points). The
response functions of the filters used in the fit are shown on bottom. Right: the Mstar-SFR scaling relation is for the star-forming galaxies
at zphot=3.4-4.1 in the COSMOS field (Laigle et al. 2016). The source density in each bin is indicated by the greyscale while the median
SFR and its 1σ scatter (i.e., 16th and 84th percentile of the SFR distribution in a given stellar mass bin) are marked in orange solid
and dashed lines, respectively. A red star marks the location of G6025. The predicted scaling relation from a semi-analytical model by
Dutton et al. (2010) is shown in blue solid line.
TABLE 1
Key physical properties of G6025
CSF CSF exp. decl. exp. ris.
(floating z) (z fixed) (z fixed) (z fixed)
zphot 3.80± 0.27 3.72 3.72 3.72
logMstar 10.26
+0.12
−0.16 10.26
+0.11
−0.14 10.31
+0.11
−0.15 10.30
+0.19
−0.13
SFR 97± 31 95± 29 51± 31 75 ± 49
Age 142 ± 65 144 ± 64 136± 58 144± 74
E(B − V ) 0.17± 0.06 0.18± 0.05 0.12± 0.07 0.14± 0.07
χ2r 4.69 4.83 4.74 4.81
Note. — SFRs and Mstar are in units of M⊙ yr−1 and M⊙,
respectively. Stellar population age is in units of Myr.
stellar population models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003),
the Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law, solar metallic-
ity, and Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. Sepa-
rate runs are made using three different star formation
histories (SFHs): i) a constant star formation history
(CSF); ii) an exponentially declining SFH; and iii) an
exponentially rising SFH. For the declining and rising
SFHs, multiple e-folding timescales (τ=[0.1,0.3, 0.5, 1.0]
Gyr, where SFR ∝ e±t/τ ) are used to obtain a best-fit
model. We allow redshift to float in one case, while fix-
ing it to the measured redshift in others. The best-fit
photometric redshift solution yields zphot = 3.80± 0.27,
consistent with the spectroscopic redshift. At z = 3.721,
Hβ, [O iii], and Hα lines redshift to 2.30µm, 2.36µm,
and 3.10µm, respectively. Only Hβ falls into the red
end of the KS filter, while the other two are well out-
side of the KS and 3.6µm band filter responses. Taking
the median Hβ equivalent width of z=3-4 galaxies given
by Schenker et al. (2013, W0 ≤ 65A˚), the contamination
in the KS band is < 0.08 mag: i.e., smaller than the
photometric error itself. No correction was made to the
photometry prior to the SED fitting.
The best-fit model parameters are listed in Table 1.
Overall, young stellar ages are preferred as best-fit mod-
els tend to have large τ values for the declining SFH and
small τ values for the rising SFH. All three SFHs consid-
ered give comparably good fits to the photometric data
as shown in the left panel of Figure 3. The stellar mass,
dust reddening, and luminosity-weighted population age
remain virtually unchanged regardless of the assumed
SFHs. The inferred SFR, on the other hand, varies up
to 40% reflecting the rapidly changing stellar-mass-to-
UV-light ratio of the young stellar population.
The SED modeling suggests that G6025 is actively
forming stars at the rate of 50-100M⊙ yr
−1, and contains
dust similar to most z ∼ 4 galaxies (Finkelstein et al.
2012; Bouwens et al. 2014). Its stellar mass is ≈ 2 ×
1010M⊙, once again, typical of star-forming galaxies;
the characteristic mass of the stellar mass function
measured for star-forming galaxies is logM∗star/M⊙ =
10.35+0.25−0.30 at z ≈ 3.7 (Gonza´lez et al. 2011; Lee et al.
2012; Grazian et al. 2015; Song et al. 2016). The bulk of
these stars were formed in the last ∼ 140 Myrs, placing
the formation redshift at zf ≈ 4. Adopting the Salpeter
IMF instead would increase the mass by 0.24 dex, while
assuming a subsolar metallicity would lead to 10% higher
SFR, a slightly higher dust reddening (∆E(B-V )=0.04),
and younger age by ∼10 Myr.
To assess how the physical properties of G6025 com-
pare with the general population of star-forming galax-
ies, we define a ‘control sample’ using the COSMOS15
catalog (Laigle et al. 2016). We select the sources whose
best-fit photo-z lie in the range zphot=3.4-4.1. At 3 <
z < 6, the photometric redshift precision is estimated
to be σz/(1 + z) = 0.021. After removing galaxies
whose photo-z probability density functions are multi-
ply peaked, 19,318 sources are selected. The CIGALE
software was run on theses galaxies with the identi-
cal setup as previously (solar metallicity, Chabrier IMF,
Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law, and constant SFH).
Redshift is fixed to the best-fit photometric redshift.
Clearly, it is unrealistic to expect that all galaxies meet
these assumptions. However, our simplistic assumptions
are justified by the fact that we are mainly interested
in the relative position of G6025 on this parameter space
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rather than exploring the full behavior of galaxies in gen-
eral. Because a SFH of a galaxy cannot be well con-
strained, a different choice of the adopted SFH would
not change the location of G6025 on the SFR-Mstar plane
relative to the control sample.
In the right panel of Figure 3, we show their loca-
tions on the SFR-Mstar plane. The source density in
each bin is indicated by the greyscale while the me-
dian and 1σ scatter (i.e., 16th and 84th percentiles of
the SFR distribution in a given stellar mass bin) are
marked by orange solid and dashed lines, respectively.
G6025 is marked as a red star. The tight sequence of
galaxies on the SFR-Mstar plane is in part driven by the
fact that both SFR and Mstar are determined simulta-
neously from the fitting, and both are sensitive to the
overall normalization of the SED. In the stellar mass bin
of log [Mstar/M⊙] = 10.2 − 10.3, the median SFR value
in the field is 63+22−15 M⊙yr
−1, in good agreement with
the prediction of a semi-analytic model by Dutton et al.
(2010). In comparison, the SFR estimate for G6025 is
95 ± 29 M⊙yr−1. While the SFR of G6025 is ≈50%
higher than the median, but it is only marginally above
the 1σ scatter on the upper end. Thus, despite being
unusually large in its spatial extent, the SFR of G6025 is
not unique compared to star-forming galaxies of similar
stellar mass at high redshift.
4.2. Size and Angular Structure of G6025
Typical high-redshift galaxies have angular sizes that
are only a small fraction of the PSF of imaging data taken
in non-AO ground-based observations (e.g., Mosleh et al.
2011; Ribeiro et al. 2016). G6025 is a clear exception to
this limitation as it extends ≈3′′ across well beyond the
size of their seeing disks. To characterize its angular
structure, we use the original Y -band image, which has
the best image quality with the measured stellar FWHM
of 0.57′′(4.2 kpc at z = 3.72). In the left panel of Fig-
ure 4, we show the contour lines corresponding to the
pixel intensities of 1.5σ, 2σ, 3σ, and 4σ. The pixel-wise
rms noise σ is computed on a 15′′×15′′ image subsec-
tion centered on G6025, with several iterations of sigma
clipping. The linear size of the 1.5σ isophote along the
major axis is 3.2′′ or 24 kpc. For reference, the size of
the seeing disk is indicated as a grey circle in the figure.
In the surface brightness map, there appear to be sev-
eral “knots” embedded within the 1.5σ isophote, and
they are aligned along the major axis. The two highest
peaks (≥ 4σ) are ≈1.5′′ apart, but each is surrounded
by more diffuse light on both sides. The separation of
the two highest peaks is consistent with that in the 2D
spectrum.
We repeat the isophotal size measurement after
smoothing the image with a gaussian kernel with a
FWHM of 1.2 pixel (0.2′′), which is sufficient to erase
all substructures seen in the original image. The sky rms
is recomputed after the smoothing. The size is measured
to be ≈3′′ consistent with that based on the original data
(Figure 4, middle).
We use the GALFIT software (Peng et al. 2002, 2010)
to explore both single- and two-component scenarios. We
use the Y -band sky-subtracted image centered on G6025.
As initial guesses of source positions, we provide the im-
age center (for the single-component fit) and two pixel
coordinates located 0.5′′ from the image center (for the
two-component fit). Our results are insensitive to the ini-
tial conditions of our GALFIT run. The best-fit source
positions and structural parameters are listed in Table 2;
the latter includes Se´rsic index n (S(r) ∝ exp [r1/n]), el-
lipticity ǫ (≡ 1 − b/a), and galaxy scalelength where a
and b are semi-major and semi-minor axis, respectively.
As for the galaxy size, we provide the effective radius re
(defined as
√
ab) for the general n 6= 1 case, and the disk
scalelength rs for the exponential disk (n = 1). Given
the noisy data, it is not surprising that all models pro-
vide similarly good fits to the data with the reduced χ2r
of 0.94. In all cases, the galaxy is very elongated with
the ellipticity of ǫ ≥ 0.65. The best-fit models and cor-
responding residual images are shown in Figure 4.
The single-component model returns the largest effec-
tive radius: when Se´rsic indices are left as a free param-
eter, we find the effective radius of 8.8 kpc and n = 0.13.
For an exponential disk model, we find 4.9 kpc. The very
large size found for the former is due to the fact that a
low Se´rsic index allows a large portion of the outer part
of the galaxy to lie below the surface brightness limit
of the image. Given that we cannot robustly constrain
the Se´rsic index from the data, we adopt the exponen-
tial disk profile as our fiducial model, which returns more
conservative size estimates.
Assuming two exponential disks, the best-fit effective
radii are 2.2 and 3.3 kpc, for the southeastern and north-
western source. However, given the data, much larger
galaxy sizes are equally likely. When we fit the image
with two sources with floating Se´rsic indices, the best-fit
solutions return larger sizes and smaller n. Thus, we are
unable to determine how many sources G6025 is com-
prised of based on the current data.
In the two-component case, the separation and the flux
ratio are measured to be ∼ 1.5′′ (11 kpc) and 1.3-1.4,
respectively. These quantities are well constrained re-
gardless of the assumed light profile. Given the high
ellipticities (≡ 1 − b/a: 0.7 − 0.8) and measured semi-
major axes of the galaxies (4.4 kpc and 8.1 kpc), the
model fits suggest that the two sources are aligned in
the same direction with substantial overlap. The in-
ferred UV continuum luminosities are (2.7 − 2.8)L∗UV
and (2.0 − 2.1)L∗UV, where the more luminous source
lies northwest of the other. We adopt the UV lumi-
nosity function measurements of Bouwens et al. (2007)
at z ∼ 4. Assuming that rest-frame UV and optical
emission are cospatial, we estimate the stellar mass sur-
face density; it is logΣ∗ = 7.87
+0.11
−0.14 (M⊙ kpc
−2) for
the single-source scenario, and logΣ∗ = 8.49
+0.11
−0.14 and
8.70+0.11−0.14 for the two-component exponential disk model.
The errors only reflect the uncertainties in stellar mass
estimate, and do not include those in size measurements.
These estimates should be taken as a strict lower limit
as all models considered here assume a smooth light and
mass distribution.
When we run GALFIT on the R-band image, which is
the deepest optical image but with poorer seeing than the
Y band, we obtain results in good agreement with those
measured in the Y band: the half-light radius of 1.26′′ for
the Se´rsic profile (n = 0.1) and 0.68′′ for the exponential
profile, respectively. However, our two-component model
fits do not converge on the R band. It is likely that the
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Fig. 4.— Left: The angular extent of G6025 is illustrated as pixel intensity contours at the 1.5σ, 2σ, 3σ and 4σ levels. The sky pixel-
to-pixel rms noise, σ, is measured directly from the image after a number of sigma-clipping iterations. The contours on the unsmoothed
image (left panel) show a complex structure with at least six ≥ 3σ peaks along the major axis (defined by thick red line). The angular size
of a 1.5σ isophotal area is 3.2′′. Grey circle denotes the full-width-at-half-maximum size of the seeing disk Middle: the Y -band image is
smoothed using a gaussian kernel with the FWHM of 1.2 pixels; sky noise is recomputed after the smoothing. The size of a 1.5σ isophote
is comparable to that measured in the unsmoothed image, while the size of a 3σ isophote is 2.9′′. Right: Four best-fit GALFIT models
and corresponding residual images are shown, from left to right, the single-component Se´rsic, single-component exponential disk (n = 1),
two-component Se´rsic , and two-component exponential disk models, respectively.
TABLE 2
Best-fit GALFIT parameters for G6025
single single 2 component 2 component
Se´rsic index Exp disk Se´rsic index Exp disk
re (half-light radius) 1.19′′(8.8 kpc) 0.66′′(4.9 kpc) 0.44′′(3.3 kpc) 0.30′′(2.2 kpc)
0.84′′(6.2 kpc) 0.45′′(3.3 kpc)
a (semi-major axis) 2.89′′(21.3 kpc) 1.69′′(12.5 kpc) 0.75′′(5.6 kpc) 0.60′′(4.4 kpc)
1.67′′(12.3 kpc) 1.09′′(8.1 kpc)
n (Se´rsic index) 0.13 1.00 (fixed) 0.64 1.00 (fixed)
0.04 1.00 (fixed)
ǫ (ellipticity) 0.83 0.85 0.66 0.75
- - 0.74 0.83
Source Position∗ (-0.00′′,-0.06′′) (-0.06′′,-0.10′′) (-0.70′′,-0.69′′) (-0.67′′,-0.65′′)
- - (0.47′′,0.32′′) (0.47′′,0.28′′)
Separation - - 1.55′′(11.5 kpc) 1.47′′(10.9 kpc)
Flux ratio† - - 1.32 1.39
χ2r 0.938 0.942 0.937 0.937
∗ Measured from image center. Image orientation is north up and east to left.
† Inferred flux ratio for two-component scenarios.
image is too blurred to provide a unique solution.
To evaluate the robustness of our size measurement,
we perform image simulations. We create an empty im-
age (500 pixels on a side) with noise properties identical
to the Y -band image, and insert five galaxies at a time
each with a known size and brightness. For all galax-
ies, we assume an exponential profile, I ∝ exp [−r/re,in]
where the size re,in and magnitude range in 0.1
′′ − 1.8′′
and 20 − 24 AB, respectively; the values for G6025 are
23.5 AB and re = 0.66
′′. In each of the 2,500 runs
(simulating 12,500 galaxies in total), we use SExtractor-
measured positions as the initial guess and run GALFIT
to estimate the sizes.
As illustrated in Figure 5, our ability to measure the
galaxy sizes depends on the surface brightness, i.e., the
combination of total flux, intrinsic size, and inclina-
tion angle. For very large galaxies with low ellipticity
(face-on), its low surface brightness causes the GALFIT-
derived positions to often deviate significantly from the
actual positions in which we insert the galaxies. Even
when a large galaxy is recovered in the correct posi-
tions (which we define as within 1 pixel from the in-
put positions), the scatter is significant and skewed to-
wards larger sizes (right panel) as a part of the galaxy
isophote can ‘hide’ underneath the noise. Given every-
thing equal, high ellipticities help increase the surface
brightness level, making it easier to recover the intrinsic
size. Our simulation indicates that our size measurement
should be relatively robust. When galaxies of similar
brightnesses (23 − 24 AB), sizes (∼ 0.7′′), and elliptici-
ties (ǫ ≥ 0.5) are considered, we find the deviation ∆re
to be 0.02± 0.06′′ where ∆re ≡ re,out − re,in. Thus, the
fractional error in size measurement is roughly 10%.
In Figure 6, we show the compilation of size measure-
ments of galaxies at similar redshift (Mosleh et al. 2011,
2012; Law et al. 2012; Shibuya et al. 2015; Ribeiro et al.
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Fig. 5.— The robustness of galaxy size measurement is quantified through image simulations where artificial galaxies of known brightnesses
and sizes are inserted into a mock image and the size measurements are carried out using GALFIT. Left: the deviation of the measured
sizes relative to the true sizes is shown as histogram for the four magnitude groups, 20 − 21 (black), 21 − 22 (blue), 22 − 23 (green), and
23 − 24 (red). G6025 belongs to the last group. Right: input vs output galaxy sizes are shown for all galaxies (black) and for those with
similar brightness and ellipticity to G6025 (red). The best-fit re size for G6025 is marked as a grey region. The fractional error in size
measurement for G6025 is ∼10%.
Fig. 6.— Compilation of galaxy size measurements in the literature. All measurements are based on HST images with the exception
of G6025. Left: the stellar mass-size scaling relation. Yellow squares show the submillimeter galaxies studied by Targett et al. (2013)
while other symbols show those of normal star-forming galaxies at similar cosmic epoch reported by Mosleh et al. (2011, blue triangles),
Mosleh et al. (2012, blue circles), Ribeiro et al. (2016, grey circles), and Law et al. (2012, orange triangles and brown diamonds for z ∼ 2.2
and z ∼ 3, respectively). The relation at z ∼ 0 are shown as dashed-dot line (Shen et al. 2003). The size obtained assuming a single
component (red star) exceeds the local scaling law. The two-component exponential disk model (labelled ‘2-comp exp’) yields smaller
galaxy sizes that are in better agreement with the observed scaling law. However, the model still requires the brighter galaxy to be ∼40%
larger than the expected median. Right: The size measurements of a z ∼ 4 galaxy sample compiled by Shibuya et al. (2015) are shown
as small circles; the size-LUV scaling relation given by Shibuya et al. (2015) is denoted by large grey squares. A small subset (0.7%) of
galaxies have the sizes re ≥ 4 kpc similar to G6025 (orange circles).
2016). All measurements are derived from GALFIT
fits based on various HST datasets, even though their
depths and wavelengths vary. Only G6025’s size is mea-
sured from the ground-based image. Some of these mea-
sures are based on the HST/WFC3 data while others use
the HST/ACS data, which sample the rest-frame near-
UV/optical and far-UV wavelengths, respectively. How-
ever, Shibuya et al. (2015) noted that the size measure-
ments based on the ACS and WFC3 data are essentially
identical, i.e., no significant morphological k-correction
is required at high redshift (also see Law et al. 2012).
The galaxies whose sizes are most similar to that of
G6025 are the submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) studied
by Targett et al. (2013), which are heavily dust-obscured
starburst galaxies. The median (mean) size of the nine-
teen galaxies at z = 1.1 − 2.8 (〈z〉 = 2.0) is 4.42
(4.60) kpc17 with the standard deviation of 1.8 kpc.
The largest (smallest) galaxy in their sample has the
half-light radius of 7.5 (1.6) kpc. In comparison, most
UV-luminous star-forming galaxies with moderate dust
are characterized by uniformly smaller sizes than that of
G6025 by at least a factor of 3.
Despite their similar sizes, SMGs and G6025 are not
similar systems. Targett et al. (2013) noted that de-
17 The values quoted here represent the Se´rsic parametric fit
to all components. However, as noted by Targett et al. (2013),
the size measurements done on the brightest component are only
slightly smaller.
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spite frequent occurrences of multiplicities in their sam-
ple galaxies, there is usually one component that domi-
nates the total flux. Even if G6025 is composed of two
components, their brightness levels would be compara-
ble. We find that the inferred separation between the
two brightest knots within G6025 (≈ 1.5′′) is not un-
usual when compared with that of SMGs with multiplic-
ities. Finally, all of the SMGs are much more massive
systems with their median stellar mass nearly an order
of magnitude higher than G6025.
As illustrated in the left panel of Figure 6, there is
a clear trend that galaxy sizes increase with increasing
stellar mass (Franx et al. 2008). When compared to the
same trend at z ∼ 0 (Shen et al. 2003), the redshift evo-
lution of the relation is also apparent. Despite their large
sizes, SMGs lie typically on or slightly above theMstar–re
relation extrapolated from other measurements18. Given
that these SMGs generally lie at lower redshift than blue
star-forming galaxies (of the nineteen galaxies considered
here, 18 (95%) lie at z ≤ 2.5 and 10 (53%) lie at z ≤ 2.0),
and galaxy sizes increase with cosmic time, it is possible
that SMGs obey the same power-law scaling relation as
their bluer star-forming cousins.
The single-component size of G6025 exceeds not only
the expectation from the scaling relation at high redshift
but also that of local galaxies. Given its stellar mass,
it is larger by a factor of & 3 than the expectation at
high redshift. We also consider the sizes obtained from
our two-component fit. We assume the uniform stellar-
mass-to-UV-light ratio and use the best-fit flux ratio to
estimate the stellar mass of each disk. The smaller galaxy
sizes inferred in this scenario bring both components to
a much better agreement with the scaling relation than
previously. They lie at the upper end of the 1σ range of
star-forming galaxies whose UV luminosities are compa-
rable to that of G6025 (Mosleh et al. 2011).
A similar conclusion can be drawn when the mUV–re
scaling relation is considered. In the right panel of Fig-
ure 6, we show the size measurements of a large sample
of LBGs at z ∼ 4 compiled by Shibuya et al. (2015) as
a function of apparent magnitudes in the bands sam-
pling the rest-frame wavelength λrest ≈ 1700–1800A˚.
Large squares denote the mean scaling relation given by
Shibuya et al. (2015) after being adjusted to reflect the
adopted cosmology. Once again, G6025 lies well above
the scaling relation.
Of the 2,890 galaxies in the Shibuya et al. (2015)
size catalog, we find 55 galaxies larger than re =
3 kpc. The two brightest galaxies are z4 gdsw 4040 and
z4 gdnw 2122, which have the total magnitudes in the
z850 band of 22.57 and 24.37, respectively; we identify
their sky positions given in the Harikane et al. (2016)
catalog and use the GOODS v2.0 cutout service19 to in-
spect their morphologies. The source z4 gdsw 4040 (α=
53.1935, δ=27.8988 (J2000); re=5.6 kpc, q = 0.34) has
a linear morphology with a uniform surface brightness
across its face, perhaps is most similar to G6025. The
18 While Targett et al. (2013) measured the sizes of individual
components, they also give the ‘total’ size by fitting all multiple
component sources with a single-component model. Since their
stellar masses are estimated from ground-based data in which in-
dividual clumps are not resolved, we show their total sizes in this
figure.
19 https://archive.stsci.edu/eidol v2.php
source z4 gdnw 2122 is a long chain galaxy (α=189.2107,
δ=62.1397 (J2000); re=4.6 kpc, q=0.37); its light is dom-
inated by several point sources surrounded by diffuse
emission. We also inspect the remaining 53 galaxies.
There are several galaxies that are very extended but at
the low surface brightness level. These galaxies are indi-
cated by black filled circles in Figure 6 (right). However,
we find that for the many of the sources (open circles in
Figure 6), their large sizes are likely a result of a poor
fit due to the proximity to a much brighter source or a
diffraction spike, or due to source crowding.
Our analysis suggests that large and luminous galaxies
at high redshift are exceedingly rare, but do exist. With-
out the higher resolution morphological data, it remains
unknown which class of the large galaxies G6025 is clos-
est to: SMGs, chain galaxies, or a uniformly bright and
long galaxy such as z4 gdnw 2122. Another interesting
question is whether or not these large galaxies share a
common origin observed at a different stage, or multiple
physical processes are responsible for their formation. A
uniform analysis of their resolved kinematics and stellar
population studies will be necessary to further elucidate
their nature.
4.3. Location and Environment
G6025 is located in the sightline of the PC217.96+32.3
protocluster (Lee et al. 2014; Dey et al. 2016a). In the
left panel of Figure 7, we show the angular distribu-
tion of all known galaxies at the protocluster redshift
(z = 3.785) together with the position of G6025. The
relative enhancement of the source density is estimated
using the angular positions of LAEs only (including pho-
tometric LAE candidates) and is shown as contour lines
and shades.
In the right panel of Figure 7, we show a histogram of
spectroscopic redshifts in our survey field. The median
(mean) redshift of all protocluster member galaxies is
z = 3.783 (3.781). Adopting the median (mean) redshift
as the protocluster redshift, the line-of-sight distance
between G6025 and PC217.96+32.3 is 10.2 (9.9) Mpc.
However, the actual proper distance is slightly smaller
given the fact that interstellar absorption and Lyα emis-
sion line centroids are typically blueshifted and red-
shifted relative to stars, respectively. By assuming that
G6025 and protocluster LAEs are typical galaxies of their
respective types, we correct their redshifts accordingly to
estimate their systemic redshift, zsys. For LAEs, we use
the measurements of Erb et al. (2014) made on two sta-
tistical samples of LAEs at z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 3.1; at
the continuum luminosity comparable to galaxies in our
sample, the Lyα offset is roughly ∆vLyα ∼ 150 km/s
(or zsys = zLyα − 0.0024). Similarly, we use the cali-
bration given in Steidel et al. (2010) to correct for the
G6025 redshift measured from the interstellar lines by
zsys = zIS+0.00278. The corrected line-of-sight distance
from G6025 to protocluster is then 9.3 (9.0) Mpc (phys-
ical).
In the transverse direction, G6025 lies at the outskirts
of the extended LAE overdensity. The core, defined as
the center of 10 galaxies at the peak LAE surface den-
sity, is 3.1′ away from G6025, corresponding to 1.4 Mpc
(physical). The three-dimensional proper distance from
G6025 to the protocluster center is 9.1-9.4 Mpc.
Given its distance from the core of PC217.96+32.3,
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Fig. 7.— Left: The position of G6025 (red star) and of the galaxies in and around the protocluster PC217.96+32.3. Spectroscopically
confirmed sources are shown as filled circles color-coded by redshift according to the color bar. All galaxies in the redshift range z =
3.717− 3.761 are shown in white; four of these sources closest to G6025, which are presumably companion galaxies, are marked with open
squares with their local IDs in red. Photometric LAEs are shown in open circles. Contours and shades represent the relative enhancement
of LAE surface density constructed by smoothing the positions of all LAEs by a 2D gaussian kernel (FWHM=4.7′ or 10 Mpc comoving).
Right: the redshift histogram in the PC217.96+32.3 field (blue). Red dashed line marks the G6025 redshift and the corresponding proper
line-of-sight distance from the protocluster. A hatched red region shows the separation after correcting for the redshift offset (see text).
The redshifts of G6025 and its four companions are marked in cyan lines. Three grey shades mark the expected extent (median and ±1σ)
of a Coma progenitor at z ∼ 4 (Chiang et al. 2013). The redshift selection function for photometrically selected LAEs (dashed line) does
not extend to the redshift of G6025 and its companions.
it is unlikely that G6025 is part of the protocluster.
Chiang et al. (2013) studied the spatial distribution of all
galaxies – well before the coalescence – that would end up
as members of a present-day galaxy cluster; they deter-
mined that, when observed at z ∼ 3− 4, the progenitors
of the most massive clusters (Mtotal & 10
15M⊙) would
be characterized with the effective radius in the range of
2.0±0.4 Mpc. The angular extent of PC217.96+32.3 de-
fined by the spectroscopic redshift spike already fits com-
fortably in this range (grey shades in Figure 7, right).
Several other protocluster structures have similar sizes
(e.g., Matsuda et al. 2005). The density enhancement at
∼ 9 Mpc away from the center of the parent halo cannot
be more than a few percent (Chiang et al. 2013).
To examine the local environment of G6025, we search
our current spectroscopic catalog for galaxies within the
redshift range of z = 3.721±0.04, which covers a 13 Mpc
line-of-sight distance from z = 3.721. We find 11 LBGs,
9 of which are within the image shown in Figure 7 (left)
where their locations are indicated by white circles. Of
those, we mark the four LBGs which may be associated
with G6025 as boxes and label them with numbers 1–4
ordered by redshift. Galaxy #2 and #3 have very lu-
minous UV continua (≈ (1.7− 1.8)L∗UV,z∼4) from which
we measured interstellar absorption redshifts. On the
other hand, galaxy #1 and #4 are sub-luminous galax-
ies ((0.6 − 0.8)L∗UV,z∼4) whose redshifts were identified
through weak Lyα emission. In Table 3, we list their
spectroscopic redshifts, coordinates, UV brightness, and
approximate distances to G6025. The distance computed
using the Lyα redshift sets an upper limit, and is indi-
cated as such in the table.
While five galaxies (counting G6025 as one galaxy)
may not seem impressive compared to the redshift over-
density of PC217.96+32.3, it presents a strong evidence
that G6025 lives in a dense environment, given the follow-
ing considerations. Much of the existing spectroscopy in
the field was aimed at redshift confirmation of photomet-
rically pre-selected LAEs via Lyα emission (Dey et al.
2016a), and as a result, lack sufficient depths to identify
sources that are not strong Lyα emitters. Only a subset
of relatively bright LBGs (see Lee et al. 2013, for details)
near the LAE overdensity were observed as secondary
targets, and the majority that yielded redshift measure-
ments were due to the presence of Lyα emission except
for a few that were exceptionally bright. Additionally,
it is worth noting that a majority of known members of
PC217.96+32.3 are LAEs; a large fraction of them are
not formally detected in the I band which samples the
rest-frame UV continuum near 1700A˚. We have no way
of identifying similarly UV-faint galaxies near G6025 as
there is currently no suitable narrow-band filter to do so.
Without a systematic survey of UV-luminous galaxies in
the entire field, it is difficult to quantify the significance
of having found four galaxies near G6025. After exclud-
ing all galaxies in the protocluster redshift, we search
for similar LBG groups and find none. Thus, we argue
with reasonable confidence that G6025 inhabits a locally
overdense environment.
5. WHAT IS THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF G6025?
With the limited data currently available, we can only
speculate about the physical origin of G6025 and its dy-
namical state. One possibility is that G6025 is a high-
redshift analog of of massive and giant disk galaxies
found in local universe (Ogle et al. 2016). The fact that
both spectral and imaging data show the presence of two
dominant off-center components strongly suggests that
G6025 is not a large classic disk viewed edge-on. How-
ever, it is possible that the observed rest-frame UV mor-
phology may be caused by a very compact dusty core
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TABLE 3
Locations and key characteristics of G6025 and its closest neighbors
ID IDspec αJ2000 δJ2000 zspec Distance IAB MUV BW −R R− I
#0 G6025 217.9000 32.3940 3.721 - 23.55 −22.42 > 3.2 0.18± 0.14
#1 BD46750 217.9066 32.4231 3.727 <1.3 Mpc 25.23 −20.74 2.79± 0.58 0.05± 0.18
#2 NDWFS Bw 99073 217.9069 32.4049 3.730 1.6 Mpc 24.16 −21.82 2.61± 0.29 0.29± 0.08
#3 NDWFS Bw 10277 217.9380 32.4581 3.753 5.7 Mpc 24.10 −21.89 3.81± 0.10 0.40± 0.10
#4 BD47884 217.8269 32.4095 3.758 <6.5 Mpc 25.00 −20.99 2.94± 0.98 0.48± 0.20
rather than the presence of two stellar clumps. This
can be unambiguously determined from the rest-frame
infrared morphology – past the rest-frame 1.6µm stel-
lar bump (λobs & 8 µm) – where the stellar emission is
virtually free of dust obscuration.
Alternatively, G6025 may represent a clumpy thick
disk in formation. Individual kiloparsec-scale clumps are
presumably formed through gravitational instability in
gas-rich turbulent disks (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009). De-
pending on the viewing angle, the clumps can appear
strung together in a line as a ‘chain’ galaxy, or more
distributed in the angular space as a ‘clump cluster’.
The nearly linear structure of G6025 and multiple un-
resolved intensity peaks in the surface brightness map
(Figure 4) are qualitatively similar to those observed for
chain galaxies.
Samples of clumpy galaxies were identified in deep
HST surveys such as the Hubble Ultradeep Field
(HUDF: Beckwith et al. 2006) and the Cosmic Assem-
bly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Survey (CAN-
DELS: Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011), and
their physical properties have been characterized in a
statistical manner (e.g., Elmegreen & Elmegreen 2005;
Elmegreen et al. 2007; Wuyts et al. 2012; Guo et al.
2012, 2015, 2017). There is no general consensus in the
literature on the fate of these clumps: e.g., they could
migrate to the center and form a young stellar bulge of a
disk galaxy (e.g., Bournaud et al. 2007; Dekel et al. 2009;
Bournaud et al. 2014), or dissipate into the disk due
to feedback and tidal interactions (Murray et al. 2010;
Genel et al. 2012; Buck et al. 2017). However, existing
studies agree that the clumps have higher specific SFRs
and are generally younger than the more diffuse ‘disk’
component (Guo et al. 2012; Wuyts et al. 2012). Indi-
vidual clumps typically have sizes .1 kpc, which would
not be resolved in our ground-based data.
If G6025 is a clumpy chain galaxy, it would be the
largest one known. We compare its size with the sample
studied by Elmegreen et al. (2005). They classified ∼120
as chain galaxies in the HUDF, of which about 30 galax-
ies lie at zphot = 3−5 (Elmegreen et al. 2007). The sizes
of these galaxies are defined as half the separation of the
extent of its linear structure, a metric size more appro-
priate for clumpy structures with no clear center than
using Se´rsic profiles (surface brightness ∝ exp (−r1/n)).
Elmegreen et al. (2007, see their Figure 12) show that
the median size of 20 chain galaxies and that of 17 tad-
pole galaxies at zphot=3-5 are comparable at ∼ 2 kpc.
Adopting a similar size measurement on G6025, correct-
ing for the PSF effect to the best of our ability, gives
the size of ≈10 kpc, a factor of 5 larger than the median
of the HUDF galaxies. The largest chain and tadpole
galaxy in the Elmegreen et al. sample are 4.5 kpc and
6.0 kpc in size, respectively, i.e., roughly half the size of
G6025.
We also compare the sizes measured from a larger
clump sample identified by Guo et al. (2017), which con-
tains 132 z ≥ 2 galaxies with two or more clumps. They
do not use the Elmegreen et al. size metric, but in-
stead adopt GALFIT-measured semi major axis sizes;
the mean (median) value for the clumpy galaxies is 3.4
(3.1) kpc with a standard deviation of 1.3 kpc. All the
Guo et al. sample galaxies are <11 kpc in size with
the three largest galaxies in the range of 7–11 kpc. In
comparison, G6025 has a semi-major axis size of 21.3
(12.5) kpc estimated using the GALFIT single-Se´rsic (ex-
ponential profile: n = 1) fit to the light profile.
G6025 is also much more luminous than a typical chain
galaxy. The median z850-band magnitude of chain or tad-
pole galaxies is 27 AB. Interpolating between the I and
Y -band photometry, the apparent magnitude of G6025
in the same band is expected to be 23.5 AB, a factor of
25 more luminous than known chain galaxies. There is
little uncertainty in our interpolation as I − Y ∼ 0.03.
The brightest chain galaxy and tadpole galaxy in their
sample have ∼25 and ∼24 AB, respectively, a factor of
2-4 times fainter than G6025.
A small subset of clump cluster galaxies match the
size and apparent brightness of G6025 most closely.
Elmegreen & Elmegreen (2005) selected the ten largest
and brightest clump cluster galaxies in the HUDF, and
found the average diameter of 19 kpc and the i band
brightness in the range of 22.0 − 24.5. Of those, we
identify two sources that are possibly in a similar con-
figuration to G6025, i.e., a linear structure showing two
dominant clumps separated by 1′′–2′′; their IDs given
in Elmegreen & Elmegreen (2005) are 3034+ and 3465+
(see their Figure 1). The remaining eight have axial
ratios closer to unity and are generally dominated by
a larger number of clumps. We cross correlate their
sky positions with the MUSE HUDF spectroscopic cat-
alog (Inami et al. 2017), and find seven matches. The
spectroscopic redshifts for the objects 3034+ and 3465+
are 2.678 and 1.766, respectively. The other five clump
cluster galaxies with redshift identification lie at z =
1.43 − 1.77. While they are genuinely very large galax-
ies, most of them are observed when the universe was
& 2 Gyr older than when G6025 is observed. Further-
more, considering the expected cosmological dimming
(1.4 – 2.0 mag assuming a flat SED, fν ∝ ν0) and k-
correction, they are not as luminous as G6025.
Finally, G6025 may be comprised of two interacting
galaxies caught in the early stage of their merger. In
this scenario, the separation between the two sources
(≈11 kpc; Table 2) suggests that they are nearly aligned
along their semi-major axis with significant overlap.
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Thus, the observed light profile may be a combination
of two disks and tidal features. A slight inflection at
the southeastern end of the galaxy (seen as a 3σ inten-
sity peak in Figure 4) suggests that the structure may
not be entirely linear. The ubiquity of tadpole galax-
ies, doubles, and other ‘trainwreck’ galaxies at high red-
shift shows that mergers are common ways for galaxies
to assemble their masses at this epoch (e.g., Lotz et al.
2011). The linear morphology with two cores as observed
in G6025 is qualitatively similar to that seen in hydro-
dynamical simulations of an equal-mass merger of two
gas-rich disk galaxies near the first-pass closest approach
(see Figure 2 of Lotz et al. 2008). The fact that G6025
lies only slightly above the main sequence does not pre-
clude the possibility of merger. Lotz et al. (2008) found
that, while the morphology of the merging system is very
clearly disturbed, the enhancement of star formation ac-
itivities is a much more prolonged process, only to peak
1 Gyr later. Kaviraj et al. (2013) argued that the SFR
enhancement due to major merger is at best modest (also
see, Fensch et al. 2017).
The scenarios considered here can be tested with new
observations. Deep, spatially resolved spectroscopy will
be able to definitively test the existence of a very large
disk. The brightest emission line, Hα, redshifts to 3.1µm,
which will require future JWST/NIRSPEC observations;
however, given the low reddening, it might be possible to
use [O ii]λλ3727 and [O iii]λλ4959,5007, which move to
the edge of the H and K band, respectively, to trace
the kinematics. The measured velocity dispersion and
the spatial velocity profile would provide a firm metric
to characterize the similarity of its kinematics to normal-
sized star-forming galaxies at high and low redshift.
Detailed morphologies from higher angular resolution
data will be able to discern internal stellar structures by
detecting stellar clumps and/or tidal features, if present,
and determine whether the galaxy is a giant edge-on disk.
The number of clumps would provide a useful constraint.
Guo et al. (2012) found the median number of clumps
per galaxy of four, in their study of clumpy galaxies in
the HUDF. Finding three or more clumps would thus
strongly argue against the alternative scenario of galaxy
merger as three-way merger should be extremely rare.
The caveat, however, is that a lower number of clumps
does not necessarily favor the merger scenario. Based on
a larger sample of clumps (identified from a set of shal-
lower data than the HUDF), Guo et al. (2017) found the
median (mean) number of clumps of 2.0 (2.6) (also see
Ribeiro et al. 2017); the number would be even lower if
systems with a single clump residing within more diffuse
stellar light are also considered.
Third, the galaxy’s internal color gradient will enable
more quantitative comparison with clumpy galaxies. Re-
cent studies of clumpy galaxies find that clumps tend to
be younger, more massive, and less dusty than the inter-
clump regions, while the central clumps (dclump . 0.5a)
are older and more massive than those in the outskirts
(e.g., Guo et al. 2017). These trends are in a broad agree-
ment with the expectation of the clump migration sce-
nario. In the merger scenario the physical properties
should not have any strong radial dependence. Further-
more, the core of the two galaxies, which have evolved
entirely independently, are likely characterized by a dif-
ferent set of properties. However, their overall morpholo-
gies and color structures undoubtedly will change over
the course of their interaction, and it is difficult to de-
velop a clear set of expectation here.
Finally, with the upcoming JWST/NIRCam, it will be
possible to robustly test the presence of an extremely
dusty core by sampling beyond the 1.6µm stellar bump
feature (7.5 µm in the observer’s frame). Regardless of
its nature, G6025 provides a uniquely bright target to
study one of the main modes of galaxy assembly at high
redshift.
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